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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY>s

'A special announced training program team inspection was performed at the
Oyster -Creek Nuclear Generating Station from June 25 to July 10, 1990, and at
:the Nine Mile Point Training Center on May 14,.1990. 'This indepth team
inspection focused on Oyster Creek's training programs and their implementa-
tion. The specific training areas inspected were licensed operator, non-
-licensed operator, and technical staff and managers. The inspection included a '

review of training program procedures, training materials, records, qualifi-
cation standards, and other applicable documents; observations of classroom and-
simulator training; and interviews with operators, engineers, trainees,

. instructors, supervisors and managers.

The team made only limited conclusions about the task analysis, development of 'I
learning objectives, and design of the licensee's Systems Approach to Training
(SAT) based operations training programs due to the status of the job task

-analyses for the positions reviewed. The licensee determined that their
original task analysis for the operations training program was inadequate and -
is currently performing.a revalidation of the operations training materials
which includes revision of_ -the task -lists, selection of tasks for training,
development of a task-to-training materials matrix, and analysis of the tasks
selected,for training. The revalidation is complete for approximately half of
the Control Room Operator (CRO) tasks, but analysis has not yet- been performed

ifor the Senior Reactor Operator (SRO), Equipment Operator (E0), and Radwaste
Operator (RWO) tasks. Without complete job and task analyses for the opera-
tions training programs, the team could not readily determine the adequacy of
the implementation of the SAT-based programs in the areas of task analysis,
development of learning objectives, and design of training. Without a complete
task analysis, it'is not possible to ensure that learning objectives exist for

.all tasks selected for training, that effective training is provided on all
applicable tasks, or that the examination bank is sufficient for evaluation of
the operators. The foundation of an SAT-based training program is the task
analysis and the resulting link between the task lists and the training
materials', including the test items. Without this foundation, there is no
assurance that the operators are being trained and evaluated on all applicable
tasks.

An apparent violation was identified with respect to trainee evaluation. The
NRC determined that the written examinations administered as part of the 1989
requalification examinations for two licensed operators were graded incorrect-
ly. Based on regrading of the examinations, the two individuals did not pass
the written examinations. These individuals performed licensed duties for a

. period in excess ,f one year without the remediation and re-examination
required by facility procedures and NRC regulations. The licensee's failure to
identify the individuals that did not demonstrate a satisfactory level of
proficiency to perform licensed duties is considered an apparent violation,
pending conduct of an enforcement conference (219/90-80-01, Section 2.4.2).

The facility's grading practices were determined to be a program weakness.
Examples were noted in which grading was not performed in accordance with the
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answer key and credit was given for technically incorrect, answers. Addition-
ally, trainees were often given credit when no credit was-due because of
deficiencies.in test items. The effectiveness of the review process for exami-
nation grading was also of concern, due to the deficiencies identified in the
grading process (219/90-80-02, Section 2.4.2).

Additionally, the_ team identified concerns with the licensee's allowance of-
waivers participation in' licensed operator requalification examinations..
It appears that-the procedures governing the licensed operator requalification

-program do not ensure that newly-licensed operators meet the requirements of 10
CFR 55.59 for annual operating tests and biennial written examinations within
the appropriate time periods. The waiver of licensed operator requalification
examinations is considered to be an unresolved item (219/90-20-03, Section
2.4.3), pending further review.

In general, the' individual methods used to evaluate the operations training
programs appear to be adequate, ,but there is no systematic method used to
integrate this information ~1nto an overall evaluation of the program. The
training program administrative procedures and the. implementation of -the, program
evaluation methods, such.as evaluation of instructor skills, do r.ot ensure that
a thorough, on going evaluation of training effectiveness is parformed and that
appropriate corrective-' actions are identified and implemented. Program evaluation
was determined to be a program weakness as evidenced by the failure to identify
the deficiencies in the licensed operator requalification examination materials,

.as discussed in Inspection Report 50-219/90-05, and in the grading of the
quizzes and examinations, as noted in this report (219/90-80-04, Section 2.5).

The licensee has made considerable progress toward implementing a Technical
-Staff and Managers (TS&M) training program during the last eighteen months.
User group and training management are strongly supporting the effort. The
Steering Committee Meetings appear to be an effective mechanism for providing
feedback on user group._needs. The TS&M training staff has a strong commitment
to the program and has accomplished much toward reestablishment of TS&M train-
ing. The governing procedure for the T5&M training program has not been up-
dated to reflect the current prograin and is scheduled to be revised. Imple-
-mentation of Standards'of Operation should formalize the initiatives esta-
blished by the training staff.
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DETAILS

- 1.0 Background and Scope of' Inspection

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission considers effective training of
'parsonnel to be an important part of safe nuclear power plant operations.
This inspection was in keeping with NRC policy as stated in the "Commiss-
ion .PolicyLStatement on Training and Qualifications nf Nuclear Plarit

- ;
Personnel" (as-published'in Federal Register 53 FR 46603), which states |that the NRC will expand the method by which it monitors the industry i
training programs by performing post-accreditation inspections at selected -

sites.

This inspection was conducted using the guidance of NUREG-1220, "Treining'
Review Criteria and Procedures." NUREG-1220 nrovides criteria to review1

performance based training, or a Systems Approach to Training (SAT). based.- -!
program. The criteria assess the five essential elements of an SAT
program. These elements are:

1. Systematic analysis of the jobs to be performed, 4-

2. Learning objectives that are derived from the analysis and that hdescribe desired performance after training, 7

3. Training design and implementation based on the learning objectives,

4. Evaluation of trainee mastery -of the objectives during training,
:i

5. Evaluation and. revision of the training based on the performance of |trained personnel in the job setting.
j

The specific -training programs inspected were licensed operator (initial -)
and requalification), non-licensed operator (equipment operator and rad- '

waste operator), and-technical staff and managers. 1

The inspection included a review of training program procedures, training
materials, records, qualification standards, and other applicable docu-
ments; observations of classroom and simulator training; and interviews

~with operators, engineers, trainees, instructors, supervisors, and
managers.

9

The inspection was initiated by obtaining materials related to the
selected training programs from the licensee. Specific job tasks were-
selected for each program (except for technical staf f and managers) and ;
training program procedures were reviewed in preparation for the inspect- 5

ion. The focus of the inspection was on (1) analysis of the jobs and
tasks; (2) derivation of training objectives from the tasks; (3) design,

' development, and implementation of training for the tasks; (4) observation aand evaluation of trainees to determine their level of task mastery; and "

'
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;(5)_how; feedback on' training,- trainee evaluations, and on-the-job. perform- '

.

ance indicators are incorporated into evaluation and revision of:the'-

training programs,
o

2.0 Operations' Training Programs
.

The licensed operator training programs at Oyster Creek include hot
license (initial)' training for both reactor operator-(RO) and senior .;

. reactor' operator (SRO) . license candidates, SRO upgrade training for ;,, ,

licensed R0s, and requalification training for all licensed individuals.
Oyster. Creek's licensed operator requalification program was evaluated in
accordance with ES-601 of NUREG-.1021, Examiner Standards, Rev. 5, and the. >

NRC' administered requalification examinations to, twenty-one licensed
operators from April.to June, 1990. The licensee's requalification
program was evaluated'as satisfactory in accordance with the criteria of-
ES-601, but a number of program weaknesses'were identified. The results-
of .the requalification program evaluation: are discussed in Report No. 30-
219/90-05. '

The non-licensed operator (NLO) training -program at Oyster Creek provides- ' '
-

F initial and continuing' (requalification) training for equipment, -

. trators (EOs) and radwaste operators (RW0s). The licensee plans to >

1mplement a Nuclear' Plant Operator (NPO) progression program, which will-
include a provision for all. E0s to advance to licensed operator positions.

,
-In the.past, both the E0 and RWO training programs were interrelated. ;

*

With the implementation of the progression program, RWO training will
specifically address only RWO duties.and responsibilities. Modifications ;

1have been made to NLO training to accommodate the progression program,.but
current procedures dealing with NLO initial and requalification training
programs'do not. reflect the new progression program.

.2.1 Job Task Analysis

The team reviewed the job and task analyses for the ooerations,

. training programs to determine if a systematic method was utilized.
.cCurrently, operations training is based on job and task analyses '

conducted by a contra.: tor prior to initial accreditation by the >

National Nuclear Accrediting Board in 1986. These analyses were
based on.a BWR generic task list and customized for the facility '

using job incumbents as subject matter experts. Positions analyzed
'
s

included CRO, E0, and SRO. In 1987, the control room operator (CRO)4

task list was revised and the RWO task list was developed.
;

In 1989, as the result of an internal self evaluation of the accred-
ited training programs, the licensee determined that the original
task analyses for the operations training programs were not adequate.
Revalidation of the operations training task lists was initiated.
The revalidation effort entails update of the task lists, selection

.x
. _ .-_ _ - _ - . _ _ - _ _ . . - .
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:of; tasks for.both initial and continuing training, development.of a-
!. task-to-training materials matrix, and analysis of the tasks selected j* . . . for. training.
.'

The first task list to be' revalidated was the CR0 task list. During'

this revalidation effort,-405 of the original 726 tasks were deleted-
.

y or consolidated and 541 new tasks were identified. . Incumbent. surveys . 1
and training intensity factors were! completed early in 1990. JCurrently, ,

168 of the newly identified tasks: remain to be analyzed and .the' 321:
original tasks require revalidation of conditions, standards, and- ,

performance elements. The' job and task analyses for the SRO, E0 and
RWO positions are in lesser stages of completion, o

<

' Difficulty. has been encountered in receiving consistent subject matter- 'I
expert support from the' operations department apparently due to. Iproblems associated with maintaining a six shift rotation. '

Revalidation of. the CR0 task list'is projected to be completed late
in 1990. Revalidation of the task lists for the'SRO, E0, and RWO
positions are scheduled :to be completed in February, May, and1 June, i

1991,.respec_tively. Training materials are being. modified to some ;
extent as the revalidation is being performed, but final evaluation '

of the training impact resulting from the revalidation will'not occur i
until af ter all operations task analyses are completed.

As a result of the lack of up-to-date task analysis data', the team
determined that'there is no documented link between the current.'

operations training materials and the CRO, SRO,-E0 and RWO task,

lists. The original analyses, conducted in 1985, cross-referenced
tasks to the qualification-standards (for in plant training) and
classroom. training materials in'use at the time, This; cross-refer-
ence addressed initial training for all the operations positions and
continuing . training for licensed operators, but did not include
continuing training for NL0s. The numbering system used for this

'
cross-reference does not apply to current lesson plans. For the E0
and RWO tasks, this cross-reference information has not been revised
since 1985 and 1987 respectively, and the cross-referencing for the
CR0 and SR0 tasks is only complete for the tasks that have been re-

m validated. Additionally, the cross-reference information for the
licensed operator tasks that have been analyzed has not yet been
entered into'the computerized Training Matrix Management System '

'(TMMS). The instructors indicated that this had not been done due to
their training workload. Currently, the information is manually
entered onto the TMMS printouts rather than being input into the
automated system. In the interim, the instructors use the hand-
written TMMS printout when available, individual knowledge of the
system, and already existing training materials to develop the
training for licensed and non-licensed operators.

; .
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The| team could not conclude that current traini,ng addresses al.1:
~

-

applicable CRO, SRO,'E0 and RWO tasks. This is of particular concern-
.for the NLO tasks due to the limited progress-on development of the- 1
E0 and RWO task lists and the lack _of task analyses for; these posi- 1
tions. Comparison of the original' task lists and the current task . a
lists (which are in still in the development process) indicated that" ' '

the differences are' considerable. A comparison'for the CR0 tasks = i-

indicated that 63% cf the CR0 tasks had not been identified in the *

"
original task analysis. Of the six E0 tasks selected for detailed
review for this inspection, three-were newly identified tasks. Based
on the considerable differences between the original task lists and
the updated task lists and the lack of up-to-da.te task analyses,- the-,

n, team concluded that.there is no assurance that training addresses all
} applicable tasks. j

'
*

.

In-order to gain an understanding of the methods in.use (or planned-
for use).in conducting job and task analyses, the team reviewed the :
analyses for several CR0. tasks that had been revalidated. Addition-

T ally, the licensee developed a task-to-training materials matr,ix for
q"the E0 and RWO tasks selected for this inspection. Review of the

@ task-to-training materials matrix for the. selected tasks' indic'ated-

W that the methods to 'be used for the task analyses- are appropriate, q
w' The Training Matrix Management System appears to be an adequate, '

1 easy-to-use, computer-based system that, when implemented, will-,

fp facilitate cross-referencing and updating of the training materials.
W a

2.2 . Learning Objectives,

J The team revie:ced the current lesson plans to determine if the learn-
,A ing objectives were derived from the job' task analysis. All lesson-
's plans reviewed included measurable learning objectives; however, the.

, " .

# learning objectives .are not currently linked to CRO, SRO, E0 and
~ RWO' tasks. Without a complete task analysis, the team could not
e readily determine that learning objectives exist'for all tasks

selected for training. In reviewing the analyzed CR0 'isks, theo '

relationship between the enabling objectives of the task and the
behavioral objectives of the lesson plan could not be determined.

t Upon completion of'the task analyses, Oyster Creek plans to ensure !

that.there.is a direct correlation between the behavioral learn bg>

objec.tives of the lesson plans and the enabling objectives associated
with the tasks.,

"7 Based on the planned NPO progression program, E0 continuing training
p has-recently been targeted to prepare E0s for hot license training,
y The learning objectives for this training relate to CR0 skills and
1 knowledge and not specifically to equipment operators. Without a

link between E0 tasks and E0 training materials and with emphasis on
upgrading E0s to the CR0 level, there are insufficient assurances
that E0s will be provided with training to maintain proficiency on'E0
specific tasks. For example, drywell corrosion has been of concern
at Oyster Creek. One E0 task is to " monitor drywell cathodic
protection." Discussions with operators indicated that this task is

m
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' problematic for them because the indication seldom works properly i

[" and,' routinely, conductivity readings are high on at least one '

! indicator. During.the observed training session on primary containment,
cathodic protection was included'in the lesson plan, but because it

> was not identified as a learning objective the instructor did not [
-

address cathodic protection during the training session.
;

.The learning objectives for RW0' continuing training were basidally.
'

. reiterations of the' initial! training program learning objectives.
There was no systematic method used for determining which. objectives
are appropriate for RWO requalification training. The subject. matter

,

of an. observed continuing training session on intake systems did not 1
appear to be job related. The material presented met the objectives.
of the. lesson plan, but the objectives did not appear to be appro- j

p r11 ate for requalification training in that it was not related to.the |
radwaste operators' job requirements.

{n
J

2.3 Design and Implementation ;j

)2.3.1 Training Materiais ;

=The team reviewed several training-lesson plans for both
licensed and non-licensed operator training.and the process for
nia'intaining the materials up-to-date and technically correct to

.

evaluate the implementation of theLSAT-based programs. The. |lesson plans reviewed were accurate and the format was consist- jent. No technical deficiencies were identified. References to 9
various procedures were checked and found to be correctly cited. I

The lesson plane are stored in individual boxes, each-of which
contains all toe information required to teach the class includ- ofing the leston plan and view graphs. Also included is a form~

from the rperator Training Document Action Item Tracking System )
(OTDAITS), which provides a computerized method of tracking.

|changes to the lesson plans. The OTDAIT System is used to track g

such items as plant modifications, LERs and industry events that
can af fect a training lesson plan.

GPUN-policies ar.d procedures allow for lesson plans and related "1

training materials to be reviewed and revised (if required)
prior to use, rather than at a fixed interval. The Training {Department has identified system experts for each plant system

i
who are responsible for updating lesson plans and other training
materials for that system. This approach provides a check of 2

the materials before they are used.

The system expert method appeared to be generally effective for
licensed operator training, but the inspectors identified a
concern that this method may not always ensure that up-to-date
and technically correct information is presented to the

!

{ ~.
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suder,ts.. 'During one of;the~ observed training sessions, the
~

instructor did not use the'up-to-date lesson plan._ The updated,
marked.up copy of the lessonuplan was unavailable at the time the-

. class was scheduled to be. taught. 'In.this instance,the instruc-
h tor' happened to be the system expert for the subject and was

famil.iar with the changes to the training material. This exam-. ,

+ pie indicates the potential'for:a: breakdown in the system due to ;

relying on individual instructors for tracking the'statuf of the 't

'less'on plans while they are being-revised,or updated. When
someone 'other than the system expert is assigned to teach the- .

1

class, it is up to that individual to find the.. system' expert and r
obtain the most current copy of the lesson plan. .This method
results 1n a word of-mouth system for maintaining. lesson plans
up-to-date.

The team determined that NLO lesson plans are'not always revised'
or fully developed prior. to use. It also appears that NLO

;
t lesson-plan revisitis are seldom reviewed by the operations i.

department prior to presentation during training. A review of '

lesson plans'for E0 requalification training and-discussions
with classroom instructors _ indicated ~that lesson plans are
-routinely used prior to their approval by the operations depart- 1
ment and that often. classes are taught with marked up, un- !

approved lesson plans. The team observed one E0 continuing-
training session on the primary containment system.

.

For this
lesson there was no lesson. plan developed specifically for E0
training, rather a hot license lesson plan was used with revised
. learning objectives for the E0 class. The learning objectives q
were reviewed by the requalification coordinator prior to use, '

but the lesson plan had not.been reviewed or approved by a
training supervisor or the operations department. The instruc-
tor responsible for this= lesson indicated that because.of a

- heavy workload, sufficient time had'not been avai-lable to revise 't

the content of the lesson plan. Also, in this case, the lesson
plan for the training session was assembled by the instructor 1
assigned to the session rather than'the system expert. '

An additional factor'that appears to hinder the use of reviewed,

>and approved lesson plans is the length of time required for
revision, review, and approval. Discussions with the instructor
responsible for tracking the lesson plans-indicated that an-. -j

. average of two to three months was required for typing, review,
.,and. approval of the lesson plan after it is revised by the t

instructor or system expert. The majority of this time is spent
in word processing. ' Lesson plans are not sent to the user group

'

for review until after they have been approved by the training
department.

.

8
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!' '2.3.2- Observation of Training
D' .

.
;.

'

' 'Three classroom training sessions and one simulator training
'

session for licensed operator requalification training were
: observed during the inspection to evaluate'the implementation..

|of the SAT-based training. 'The instructors maintained control of~
h the class and encouraged participation from the students. .The

licensed operator elasses started on-time and the. breaks'were
appropriate. 'The instructors utilized handouts'and audio /- !
visual equipment to enhance the training. The.Nine Mile Point |

. Unit 1 simulator was used for simulator training since the Oyster
. Creek plant reference simulator is under construction. The

P training, both in the classroom and in'the simulator,'was well
'3

organized and the behavioral objectives contained in the-lesson
plans were reviewed prior to each training session. "

One E0 requalification classroom session was observed. 'The
instructor demonstrated effective instructional techniques.
However, the initiatives defined by the Training Manager on ;
training administration structure were not closely adhered to. -

Training started fifteen minutes late and most breaks were five '

to ten minutes' longer than planned because students were late in
arriving and returning to class. The class was interrupted '

twice because of personal phone calls to a student. -When noti-
,

fied-of'the problem, the licensee took corrective actior to
prevent incoming telephone calls to training classrooms.

During observation of RWO requalification training, the inspec-
tor noted that the learning objectives listed in the lesson plan }

were effectively presented.to the class as questions and scen-
arios. Participation by the trainees was excellent and the 1
objectives of the training were met.

<i

2.3.3 In g uctor Qualifications

In order to evaluate the implementation of the training.a
programs, the team assessed the qualifications of the training
instructors. Based on the results of interviews,-the team noted-
that the licensed operators were generally satisfied with the
training.they are receiving. The operators' stated that there
has been an improvement, in the last two years, in the quality>

,

of the instructors and the lesson plans. In the opinion of the-
operators, the instructors were highly dedicated individuals and j

; willing to provide any assistance that is needed by the class. i,

However, the operators were concerned about the minimal plant-
specific experience of the newly hired instructors. Although
these new instructors were able to teach the assigned lesson
plans adequately, their knowledge of Oyster Creek's day to day i

plant operations was considered weak.
|

.
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. Interviews with several!non-licensed operators indicated a. ,
'

similar concern about instructor' credibility. The~ operators'
r .. concerns were. based on lack of.0yster Creek operating experience

'

*

| among.the instructors and minimal time spentLin the plant by the s

, Linstructors preparing for training- Discussions with.the"
. instructors indicated that their instructional and administr-
ative workloads prevent them from spending enough time.in the-

c plant. It appears.that the instructors'. workload hinders the
instructors >from gaining the needed' plant specific experience.

The.non-licensed operators indicated'that'many. instructors
,

y' emphasize limits', setpoints, design criteria, and control room
indications which are included:in the Operations' Plant Manual
(OPM) and lesson plans, but they don't relate the information to
E0 tasks and aren't able to. answer questions related to plant
locations or operating experience. Observation.of E0 requal-,

ification training on-the primary containment-system supported'
the operators' perspective. The hot license lesson plan and
associated training materials were used for-the lesson. ;None of
.the training related directly to.E0 primary containment system
tasks or to1 plant ^ operating experience.

. . .

2.3.4 On-the-Job Training

The team reviewed the methods used to perform on-the-job train- -

ing (0JT) for initial and requalification training for licensed '

and non-licensed operators to assess the effectiveness of the
training programs. 0JT for non-licensed operators is currently
administered by'the respective operations and radwaste super-
v; sors. All individuals responsible for administering DJT have
received formal training on how to conduct DJT.

_

The team determined that the EO Qualification Standard used for
OJT does not include all E0 tasks and is not regularly updated.

,

EOs complete a Qualification Standard as part of initial train- |
ing which-documents their proficiency-in performing selected E0 t

i tasks. The EO Qualification Standard has not been revised since
1986. In' April 1989,' the Qualification Standard was supple-

e mented with an Operations Department Watchstanding Practices OJT
Checklist which acts as a guide in training 'E0s on knowledge and m
performance items which are not system specific, but are [,

performed as part of the normal daily routine. The EO Quali- i

fication Standard has not been maintained current with respect
,

to plant configuration or E0 responsibilities. For example, two
of the six E0 tasks selected for detailed review during this '

inspection were not included in the EO Qualification Standard
L (maintain torus water level and respond to a partial / total loss

of DC power). Also, with respect to the requalification sessioni

observed by the team on the primary containment system, neither
post-accident sampling nor drywell cathodic protection were
included in the EO Qualification Standard.

1

.
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_The E0 requalification program includes no, formal on-the-job-
' '

training to maintain proficiency in performing infrequent or-
-difficult tasks. The-program description dictates that the
requalification program will- include in plant training to main-
tainLproficiency on infrequently operated systems and equipment.

_

~ .|Currently, there is no formal process in place to meet this i
in plant training requirement. The EO Qualification Standard
and Watchstanding Practices 00T Checklist are only used for
initial ~ trainings

; .

During the recent NRC administered requalification examinations,. i

a number. of- deficiencies were identified with the administration j
of the walk-through portion of the examinations and the facility |
developed Job Performance Measures.(JPMs). .In order to correct
these problems,Ethe Operations Department has developed an DJT
program'for requalification training. The team was provided
with a- draft of the procedure which is based on .the use of JPMs :

similar to those used for NRC requalification examination's. 'The
Operations Department intends to implement this program fpr
licensed, operators in July 1990 and in future requalification~ '

cycles for E0s. .The team' concluded.that'the small number'of.
~

*

JPMs- intended to be completed each .requal.ification cycle (four)
would not be sufficient to effectively address the large number
of tasks applicable to continuing training.

2. 3. 5 ' Training Documentation and Control of Inactive Lit nses

.A review of.the operator training. files for three ,enior reactor
operators and three reactors operators was conducted to evaluate
the methods used for documentation of training. The individual
files were cross-referenced with the training department's
master' book. Attendance, makeup classes, quizzes and makeup- '

quizzes were verified. Each file contained a " Training File
'

Summary" sheet which is used by the training personnel to ensure
the files are maintained accurate. .The inspectors determined
that the record keeping system is effective and the files are
properly maintained. i

The licensee's program for controlling active and inactive
licensees was reviewed and determined to be adequate. The
Manager, Plant Operations is responsible for administratively
assuring that all individuals are rotated through minimum shift !

manning positions so that each individual maintains an active
license. Individuals not assigned to an operating crew and who 3

:L do not meet the watchstanding requirements for an active license
are placed in an inactive status in accordance with facility
procedures.

.

I

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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12.4 DTrainee' Evaluation

2.4.1 ' Examination Bank

/ The te'am reviewed the methods used to maintain the examination '

bank of test items for the operations training programs -as.part
^cf th'e assessment of the training programs'-effectivenessfin-
evaluating trainee-mastery of the. training objectives. The- '

4

examination bank is-currently maintained by a combination:ofo . ' '

L written and automated methods. -Written questions, based on the. '
h training materials from the original accredited programs:are '

;
maintainec in locked file cabinets. The new, automated system,

is a controlled access system. As new. questions are generated -

and.old questions are used for examinations, an examination i
,

n questi.on cover sheet is completed. The cover sheet allows'a l'

tie-in of the question to the associated task enabling object-
ives and the lesson plan behavioral learning objectives.' This- q
feature is being U;.'lized for the CR0-tasks that have been -

analyzed, but connot be usea for the remaining CRO. tasks,that
h 'havt not been analyzed or.for the SR0 and NLO tasks.

.|
.

The current examination development and review _ practices and
procedures do not provide mechanisms to ensure that an appro-
priate sample of learning objectives are covered during1 trainee i

evaluation or that students have. mastered all appropriate . -w

learning' objectives. The examination bank software has the
capability to provide. examination development and review tools- 1
.such as an evaluation of the extent to which learning objectives-
for a particular lesson have been addressed by examination (both

,

3: individually and-cumulatively) and analysis of scores for ques- j''

tion related to each learning objective. .Hov;ver, these feat-, ,

ures are not yet available because the lesson and learning
.

; objective cross-reference information has not yet been entered
into the examination bank. Instructors indicated that their !

instructional workload has prevented them from inputting this-

information even when it is available. Procedures addressing
,

examination development and review using the examination bank - -

are not yet in place. Currently there is no procedural. guidance
or requirements for sampling student knowledge with respect to
learning objectives. Discussion with instructors indicated that>

such procedures are under development.
c
F Use of the examination bank features for preparation and review

of examinations is particularly applicable to requalification
where the same topic is covered multiple times in successive
weeks. Observation of the development of the weekly quiz for E0
requalification training supported the team's concerns. The
test that was to be administered on Friday afternoon was being,
prepared at 10:00 a.m., Friday morning. There was no systematic
method used for ensuring that an appropriate sample of learning
objectives and previously identifled weaknesses was covered.

Ir ,
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Based on the' review of the examination bank and because of~the
incomplete task analysis, it could not'be. determined that the-
examination bank'is sufficient for. evaluation of the operators.
The current system does not allow determination of^the relation- t

ship between the tasks,-objectiver, lesson plans, and questions.
The team could not readily determine that' learning _ objectives
are being-tested appropriately.and that all test items are
related to valid learning objectives. ' '

2.4.2 Grading Practices

Written examinations from the 1989 licensed operator biennial *

requalification examination were reviewed for content and grad-
ing to assess the effectiveness of the training programs in
evaluating trainee mastery of training objectives. As a result-
of the review of eight written examination, the NRC identified

,

examinations _that had not been graded in accordance with.the=
,

answer' key. Most of the deviations from the answer key.resulted "

in the trainees _ receiving credit for answers that were incorrect!
or incomplete. ,

During the onsite review, the inspectors identified a concern-
~

-that one licensed-operator had not passed the examination-due to.
an incorrectly graded question. The licensee. reviewed the
grading of the test item in question and initially determined
that the original grading was correct. After further investi-

-

gction by the NRC and .the licensee, it was determined that the
;

individual's answer was incorrect. The regrade of the exami- 1
nation resulted in a score below 80*4, which constitutes a fail-
ure'of the written examination. The licensee removed the indi-
vidual from licensed-duties and initiated an event critique to
determine the cause of the incorrect grading. .;

During the in-office review of the writt-a examinations follow-
ing the onsite inspection, the NRC identified a second examination
that was graded incorrectly resulting in an incorrect pass /
fail decision on the part of the licensee. The NRC immediately
notified the licensee of the concern and requested that the '

licensee perform an independent review of the examination grad--
ing. At the time the NRC identified the second case of in-
correct grading-(five working days af ter the completion of the 1
inspection), the licensee had not yet conducted the critique of "

the original event. The licensee informed the NRC that they
performed a cursory review of the written examinations which
did not identify any problems similar to the first case. 3;

i

The inadequacies in the licensee's grading resulted in two
|_ individuals performing licensed duties for a period of time in
; excess of one year without having satisfactorily passed the bi-

ennial written examination required by 10 CFR 55.59(a)(2). The
!

'

|

.
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C licensee's: failure to_ identify:the individuals who did not.
, ,

' demonstrate a satisfactoryylevel -of proficiencyito perform . |
licensed duties'is an apparent' viola ~ tion _ of ~ 10 CFR 50.-54(k). !t -

]| {(50-219/90-80-01). '

u
Additional problems were ~ identified during review of the vritten
examinations and weekly quizzes. A test item valuediat'two.

dp points had part of the answer printed on the question ~ sheet.- '
," The problem was identified:by the' inst uctor duringLgrading of '

4K the examinations ~and, instead of' deleting.part:of_the. question','
.

,

the operators _were given full credit hk merely identifying' the j
answer. In addition, une multiple 1 choice . question had the wrong 1answer-circled and the operator was'given full credit for an,

answer that was written on1the: paper next to-the wrong answer.''

,

'

One two part question was so.poorly written thatLmost of theo 1

operators only answered one part of the question; The answer i,,
'

key was_ revised and the operators received full. credit for
answering one part of the question. One_ quiz.had two 'ultiple!

,

m

y" ' choice questions for which the answer key was revised to accept il
any of three~ of the four choices,' including?"none of the',above"',_

_~

,

? ' as correct answers for' full credit. Two of the quizzes that-

t

U Lwere reviewed had multiple questions that'had ~been deleted due- :
to problems with questions without~ consideration of the,effect'-

, ,

this would have-on the vali'iity of the quizzes as; evaluation
,

DO o

|| y . tools.
xb,

The majority.of the ident'fied grading. problems involved- 0'

: students being given credit for incorrect answers or additional
i credit because of deficient:ies:in the question. The licensee- 1,

v stated that their policy is to'_notLpenalize theistudents for |
poor-test items. However, instead of being penalized, the i
students were being_given credit when no credit was due. The ;

-licensee: indicated that the intent had been to delete flawed R

questions; but, for the above' examples and.in other. identified ':,,

y cases, deletions had not been done.

The identified deficiencies in grading led the NRC to question
m the licensee's review process for quizzes and written examin-
M' ations. In-accordance with training' procedures, examination ')

grading is reviewed only when the examination score is within 2% a
p. of 80*6. No review is' currently performed on the grading of '

p; weekly quizzes. The licensee agreed to address the policy for
A regrading and reviewing examinations.

,

*
Overall, the facility's grading practices were determined to be
inconsistent with normally accepted practice and are considered

I a program weakness (219/90-80-02), i

2.4.3 haiver of Examinations

, The NRC identified two concerns with the licensee's proce-'

dure for participation in licensed operator requalification
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- examinations which was reviewed as part of, the teat.i's assessment:,
' 'y

,of trainee evaluation practices. The administrative procedure:4

governing.the Llicensed operator requ'alification program allows :
'' the NRC license examination to be substituted for.the facility

administered' requalification examination if the NRC' axamination -i4

',

Dis completed within six months of the requalification examin-. ;
ation date.- The procedure 'also allows licensed R0s enrolled in <i: '
an SRO. training. program to waive-the-requalification examination:_

M if their upcoming NRC examination is scheduled within three
months of the requalification examination date. The procedure |

. does not ensure that the operators meet the requirements'of 10. *

W, CFR 55.59-for' annual operating tests.and b.iennial written
..

examinations.
m

.

M The licensee granted waivers of the 1989 biennial requalific-
1 -ation examinations for four'SR0s that were administered NRC

alicense examinations in December 1988. These SR0s did not
receive annual operating tests until May 1990. The elapsed, time
between their NRC license examinations and their.first anpua'l .. 1
operating tests.was 16 months, which does not appear to meet the "

Lintent of 10 CFR 55.59 which requires an annual operating test.
~

" -Additionally, only one of these SR0s participated-in the NRC-

administered written examinations administered in April 1990. o
The remaining three SR0s must take a written examination by
December 1990 to meet the requirement of 10 CFR 55.59 for a-; a

-biennial written examination. The waivers of the~1989 requali- '

fication examinations were granted;in accordance with-licensee< >

procedures, but the requirement for a biennial written examina-'

,

tion apparently wm not considered when the waivers were granted.
,

'When the NRC raised these concerns about the waiver of exami-
nations, a licensee training department representative stated,

: : that the intent had been to allow waiver of the requalification
?1 examinations if the NRC examination is taken within three months
3 ' of the scheduled requalification examination. The licensee:

plans to revise the procedure to address the NRC concerns and to-
administer written examinations to the three SR0s'in October3

.1990. The waiver of licensed or.cator requalification examin-s

ations is considered to be an unresolved item (50-219/90-80-03),,a

pending further review.
!

2.5 Program Evaluation

* The administrative procedure that addresses training program and>

course evaluation describes several methods that can be used for
evaluation. These evaluation methods are utilized to varying degrees>

of effectiveness as discussed below. The program evaluation proce-,

dure also allows the Training Manager to take credit for evaluation
processes outside of training, such as INPO audits, NRC inspections,
and QA audits.

[i '
ox
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[ g. "Once Back on the Job" (OBJ) evaluations are pe,rformed af ter every
% initial training program is complete by sending questionnaires to the

students and their supervisors. The training procedure indicateso
? that OBJ evalpations should also be performed for continuing training

programs, but"none_have been performed. For one initial licensing
program 03J evaluation that was reviewed by the team, 55's of the
trainees and their supervisors responded. Memoranda were prepared
discussing some of the concerns, but the majority of the recommend-

g' ations of the Training Development Specialist were rejected. Inter-
views of several non-licensed operators indicated that many of the
concerns relative to NLO initial training remain concerns with
requalification training. Examples of concerns. expressed include: i

the desire for more in plant time during training; the concern that
'

NL0s are receiving licensed operator training; complaints aboutn

training that is not , job-related, specifically academic subjects; and
concern that the Operations plant Manual (OPM) is out of date.

,

Procedures require Trainee Response Forms (TRFs) or other equivalent
forms to be provid@ to the trainees weekly for both initial and

d requalification training. After tH TRFs have been completed,'the !
*

forms are routed to appropriate pcesonnel for review, comment, and
determination of any required action. No specific individual.has
responsibi.11ty for ensuring that the responses are evaluated and that
appropriate action is taken. The TRF appears to be used infrequ-
ently. During interviews, a number of trainees stated that they have
not been given TRFs since early this year. The inspectors reviewed
the completed forms for licensed operator requalification cycles 90-1
an 90-2 fee the first quarter of 1990. These forms had not yet baen i

Ap routed through the training organization. Many of the forms were
incomplete and those that were complete dealt mainly with conditions

,in the classroom and the experience level of the instructors. No !

TRFs were completed for cycles 90-3 and 90-4, because the requalification '

examinations were administered during those cycles.

The licensed operators stated that, in spite of the infrequent use of f

evaluation forms, there are effective communication channels between !,,

operations and training such that any problems can be resolved i
easily. If trainees have major problems with training, they proceed
directly to the appropriate supervisor to voice their concerns. The |
'" Operator Concerns Form" was also considered by the licensed oper- '

stars to be an effective methoo for resolving training related
problems.

I

svaluations of the instructional skills of training instructors are !
required to be performed on a recurrent basis by licensee procedures.
The forms used for these evaluations are designed to be used by both
training department and plant sta'f. T W forms appear to be adequate i
for evaluation of instructional skills. The inspectors reviewed ievaluations performed by user group supervisors, training supervi- '

sors, and the Training Development Specialist. This review indicated i

:

.
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| that instructors are evaluated more frequently ,than required by
i procedure, suggestions are made for improvement of instructional
'

skills and techniques, and the suggestions are acted upon by the
t Training Department. Results of interviews and observation of

training by the team indicated no concerns with the instructional
skills of the training department staff.

A test item analysis is conducted for licensed operator requalifi- -

cation. examinations. The current method utilizes a labor intensive,
rnanual system. However, the system appears to be effective in iden-
tifying " problem" questions and should be effective for recommendings

improvements to the training process. The test. item analysis system ;

will be automated as training staff workload permits.

There is no process in place to~ ensure that problems identified during
evaluations are corrected or fed back into the training programs.

,

For example, review of the 1989 written examinations' identified a
test item that was flagged during the grading process as a potential
problem. The individual grading the examination noted on the answer t

' key that the question should be deleted since the given information
did not solicit the required answer and could be misleading. The
question was not deleted from the 1989 examinations. The examination
question bank submitted to the NRC for the April 1990 requalification ;

examinations contained this question in the same form as it was !

administered during the 1989 examinations. All questions that were
submitted to_the NRC had been reviewed by representatives from both
operations and training in February 1990. Other examples of lack of

,

feedback were identified during the NRC administered requalification
examinations. JPMs with previously identified problems (identified
during the facility administered examinations in 1989) were administered
during the NRC examinations in 1990 without revision.

'

The procedure for training system development which governs all site :
and corporate training programs indicates that evaluation of the
quality of training should be a combination of continuous evaluation
efforts and of periodic comprehensive evaluations. This procedure '

requires that each program be evaluated every four years, but this
requirement can be waived by the site training manager. The approaches
ard requirements described above appeared to be more oriented toward
generating a report at some regular frequency (e.g., four years) than
in providing an on going, integrated evaluation of the effectiveness
of Oyster Creek training programs.

,

Neither the administrative procedures, nor information provided to
the team during the inspection indicated that there was an
systematic effort to integrate, on an on going basis, all the feedback
obtained related to the effectiveness of the training programs.
Cather, the procedures allow for using any individual indicator of
training program effectiveness, internally or externally generated,
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as'the basis'for; training program evaluation. While the individual
_

elements of training program evaluation are generally in place, there
is no systematic. method used to integrate this information into an
overall evaluation of the program and to ensure that corrective ;
actions are identified and implemented. *

The inspectors reviewed the findings, in draft form, of a recently '!,.

completed Quality Assurance (QA) audit of the Training Departrnent.' , '

'

-The QA~ audit raised a concern regarding methods in place to system- *

atically evaluate.the effectiveness of training programs and revise '

k[
training' programs as appropriate.

,

The licensee's failure to correct the problems with the written
examination bank, JPMs, and simulator scenarios identified during them

NRC administered requalification examinations, as discussed in i

Inspection Report No. 50-219/90-05, is an example of the deficiencies
.in the evaluation of the training programs. The licensee's program' i

.

evaluation methods also failed to identify the deficiencies in exam-
.

ination. grading discussed in Section 2.4.2 of this report. The
deficiencies noted in the program evaluation area are collectively 1,L

considered a program weakness (219/90-80-04).-
,

2.6 Summary of Operations Training
r

The foundation of an SAT-based training program is the task analysis
.. which defines the link between the task lists and the training 4" matarials, including the test items. A task analysis and a docu-

men +2d link between the task. lists and the-training materials,
,

,

'.cluding test items, provides assurance that the operators are being '

[ trained and evaluated on all applicable tasks that they perform. .;

F The team could make only limited conclusions as to the adequacy of -F the job and task analyses because the analyses for the positions |
>

reviewed are incomplete. The methods used to perform the analysis ;

>

-r appear to be adequate.

Due to incomplete status of the task analyses, the team could not-
n{ readily assess the. licensee's ability to develop learning objectives

.

'

based on the task analysis. Without a complete task analysis, the
link between the task lists and the learning objectives is not
complete; therefore, there is no assurance that learning objectives'

exist for all tasks selected for training. Currently, the identified7
f enabling objectives from the task analysis for licensed operators do-

b,d not closely correlate to existing behavioral objectives in the lesson
~

plans. Revalidation has not 'been completed for any E0 or RWO tasks;
therefore, there is no correlation between the learning objectives
currently defined for non-licensed operator training and the task
analyses for the E0 and RWO positions.

The team could not determine if the design of training was appropri-
,ate with respect to the learning objectives and the task lists due to

._

' .-' f

. -, , . . . _ _
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I the status of the task analyses. There is no documented link between
!4 the operations training materials currently in use and the CRO, SRO,
l' E0, and RWO task lists developed during the revalidation of the task

analyses. The large number of new tasks that are being identified
during the revalidation effort raises a concern that training may not

f, be designed for all appropriate tasks.

- The link between learning objectives and test items is not complete
p due to the lack of complete task analyses. Mechanisms for evaluating

the extent to which learning objectives are achieved for training
have been developed, but cannot be implemented without the cross-
reference information from the task analyses. The team could not
readily determine that learning objectives are being. tested appro-
priately-and that test items are related to valid learning
objectives.

When the licensee t1ated the revalidation of the task analyses,
the decision was e to place priority on maintenance of quality
training materials, rather than on the revalidation effort. In
general, this emphasis has resulted in quality lesson plans; but, in
one case, an instructor indicated that because of a heavy workload,
sufficient time had not been available to revise the content of the.
lesson plan prior to presentation. The method for control of lesson
plans is dependent upon instructors having sufficient preparation
time to make the necessary changes; but, as indicated by the
instru: tors, the workload hinders the effectiveness of this process.
The heavy workload was also viewed by the training staff to be a
problem in that it is difficult for the instructors to spend time in
the plant which would alleviate some of the operators' concern about
the credibility of the instructors. Additionally, the automated
systems that have been developed for implementation of the SAT-based
program are not being utilized to their full potential. In summary,
it appears that some of the tools for implementation of the . SAT-based
training programs are not being utilized effectively.

In the area of trainee evaluation, the facility's grading practices !
were determined to be a program weakness. Examples were noted in !

which grading was not performed in accordance with the answer key and
credit was given for technically incorrect answers. Additionally, i

when deficiencies were identified in test items, trainees were given '

credit when no credit was due. These grading practices can invali-
date the evaluations as occurred in the two cases of incorrectu

pass / fail decisions on the licensed operator requalification exami-
,

nations identified by the NRC. The effectiveness of the review
{process for examination grading was also questioned due to the I" deficiencies identified in the grading process. j

e

The individual methods for evaluating the operations training ';

programs appear to be adequate, but there is no systematic method I

used to integrate this information into an overall evaluation of the !

l
+. .

\;
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program.' .The administrative procedures and the, implementation of the ;

program evaluation tools do not ensure that a thorough, ongoing
ev'aluation of training effectiveness is p'erformed and that appro-- i

'

priate corrective actions are identified and implemented. Program .|
evaluation.was considered to be a weakness.

3.0' Technical Staff and Managers Training program
:

The Tecnnical Staff and Managers'(TS&M) training program was initially
accrectited in 1986, but during subsequent years was inconsistently imole-
mented. TS&M training was conducted supplemental to a training program 1
for new engineers which was discontinued in 1988. During the.last eight-
een months the TS&M program has been reestablished and all instruction '

modu'les were rewritten. During this inspection, only the program as it is
currently being implemented was evaluated.

,

The TS&M program provides general training intended to supplement experi- ,:
ence, position specific training, and educational background. It is -;

-intended for newly assigned personnel who are or will be assigned duties :1
= at 0yster Creek which wi.11 involve them in the day-to-day support of the

_

operation of the plant. 1-

Because the TS&M program has recently been revised, the program descript- i

' ion procedure does not clearly describe the new program. This has been
recognized by the licensee and the team was shown a marked-up copy of the .

procedure with proposed changes. The revised procedure is scheduled to be d

issued as soon as all changes are finalized. The licensee also plans to _:
issue administrative controls to formalize the program as Standards of +

Operation. '

,

The TS&M program is managed by the Corporate Training Manager with a TS&M j
Coordinator.on-site. The program operates independently from the site '

training department, but uses site training instructors to train on .

certain modules. {,

'

3.1. Job Task Analysis- *

The.TS&M program description indicates that the program was
constructed using a job analysis. A previous job analysis had been >

conducted using the Three Mile Island (TMI) Plant Engineering Group.
This group was identified at the time as being representative of the -

program needs. This job analysis was not used in the construction of
the current program. Because the TS&M program consists of basic
orientation training for varied groups of personnel, a job analysis

,

is not essential to the design of the program. The licensee intends ;

to revise the program description to remove the reference to the job [analysis.

r

1

-
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h7 The TS&M initial training program consis'ts of eight modules which-
conform to the industry guidelines for " Technical Development

; Programs for Technical Staff and Managers." and three additional
modules which comprise supervisor and management training.- The TS&M

'

program description indicates that continuing training will be
performed on 'an annual cycle to update students on significant
events, plant and procedure changes, and.new regulations or
gu.ideline s . '

3.2 Learning Objectives,

'The team reviewed several lesson plans for TS&M training modules.
All.of the reviewed lesson plans complied with the standard GPUN. . ,

* format and included measurable objectives (6 to 11 learning object-
ives per lesson plan). Each lesson plan addressed all of the stated

'

learning objectives within the lesson plan. The content of the-,

lesson plans included sufficient detail so that the lesson could be
taught consistently.

In the'past, the TS&M program user groups were not involved in the
development and review of.the training materials. One individual
interviewed indicated that some information that was not technically
correct was presented in the training on plant modifications.. This
deficiency was recognized by the licensee and a policy was initiated
to give the user groups the opportunity to review the lesson plans
prior to'use. Plant Engineering is currently reviewing the lesson-
plans for plant systems training. The review policy is currently an
informal process that the licensee intends to formalize in proposed

: ' Standards-of Operation. User group review of training materials is
intended to ensure that learning objectives are appropriate and that -|
the material presented is technically accurate. |

gL ,

3.3 Design and Implementation

Discussions with user group personnel indicated that the TS&M program
has strong management support. Both students and managers were very
positive about the current training program. The Basic Principles ;

-Trainer (BPT) and plant systems training were frequently comple- !

mented. Systems course handouts and piping and instrument drawings
that were utilized for training were specifically identified as
useful enhancements to training.t

Based on classroom observations and discussions with the users, the
instructors appear to be knowledgeable and qualified. The four hour
training session that was observed (Quality Assurance) was conducted (very well . The instructor demonstrated excellent instructional
skills and was knowledgeable on the subject matter. The lesson plan
was properly reviewed and approved and complied with the standard 1

GPUN format. Each student was provided with a handout which included - ,

the lesson plan and a hard copy of all transparencies. A reference
~

_
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r book which included the QA Plan and other relat,ed references was
X provided at each table. All learning objectives were. addressed '

L .during the training session.
c .1'

.Each user group has appointed a training coordinator who tracks the
training *,tatus of the individuals in his or her group. Provisions

.have beea established for managers to' exempt individuals from initial i
TS&M t'aining modules. Where exemptions or waivers are used, the~ lwaiver criteria is being adhered to and, exemptions are documented.
I.n spite of these findings, the team determined that records reten- i
ticr. and maintenance (,f the individual training matrices were areas .i

F that could.be improved. The training matrices are is currently being d
H computerized. When this process is complete, current, up-to-date
f matrices will be'available to all group training coordinators on

personal computers. In addition, the licensee plans to specify
r4 cord retention requirements in the proposed Standards of3

- Operation.
.

Absenteeism at training sessions was identified as an on going;,

problem. The licensee has initiated a program to send confirmation i>

letters to individuals scheduled for training. .This initiative along, ,

,

with individual training coordinator efforts and management support
.

'

'was said to have. improved training session attendance. However, a j
training ' session .that was observed by the team was delayed approxi-
mately thirty minutes because students were late in arriving and only

.thirteen of the-twenty-six students that were scheduled to attend
|| 'actually attended the training session. This indicated that absen-

teeism.is still an issue requiring further attention. Several group
training coordinators indicated that scheduling of classes was'also
in need-of improvement.

b The inspectors noted that the'TS&M program description indicates-that'

the initial training program is designed as a four year cycle. It
appears that allowing four years for a new employee to complete the
program does.not meet the intent of providing a basic orientation for<

staff members. The licensee agreed with the inspectors' concern
about the' length of the initial training program.,

u
The only continuing training provided for the technical staff and
managers to date addressed 50ERs. Other areas, such as procedure
changes, included in the industry guidelines and TS&M program

!= description for continuing training for technical staff and managers
have not been addressed. The licensee indicated that priority was

.F placed on implementation of the initial training program rather than
,

>

expansion of the continuing training program. As initial training
progresses, the licensee intends to place more importance on continu-
ing training and expand the program to cover additional subjects.

,

i i
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3.4 Trainee Evaluation,
,,

.

! Written examinations are administered for trainee evaluation for all
i modules except the BPT. The team reviewed the examination admini-' stered following.the observed training. session on QA. The examina--

. tion included ten questions and each learning objective was evaluated
by one or more of the questions. *

,

L' Currently there are no formalized guidelines for remedial training,
b.ut the licensee intends to address remedial training in the proposed

,

> Standards of Operation.
'3.5 Program Evaluation

The team verified that course and program evaluations were being
'

conducted. Results of trainee reaction interviews conducted for
several courses and once-back-on-the-job interviews performed by a-

TS&M training. coordinator.were used to evaluate the effectiven'ess of
the TS&M training program. Actions taken to improve the program as a
result of the evaluations were documented. '

t

All students interviewed indicated that they had an opportunity to l;

provide feedback,on the TS&M training. Student feedback forms.were
1distributed in the observed training session. Most of the 'orms were :

returned to the instructors at the end of the class. The only area -

that students felt they did not have a sufficient opportunity to
'

provide feedback was fer the training on plant systems. Feedback
forms were not supplied until the completion of the sixteen week i

'
,

course, which did not allow for effective feedback on all partici-
pating instructors and topics covered by the course.

:,

There appears to be good communications between the TS&M user groups
and the training staff. The users specifically identified the ;

Steering Committee Meetings as useful and beneficial for improving
training. One function of these meetings is to allow the user groups -

to provide input regarding their training needs. As a result of a
Steering Committee Meeting, user groups were provided with descript-

.

ions of each training module to aid in their assessment of training
applicability. Program changes which resulted from user group input
were specifically noted. The Steering Committee will also be
included in the proposed Standards of Operation.

3.6 Summary of Technical Staff and Managers Training
.

The licensee has made considerable progress toward implementing a
TS&M training program during the last eighteen months. User group
and training management are strongly supporting the effort. The

' Steering Committee Meetings appear to be an effective mechanism for e

providing feedback on user group needs. The TS&M training staff has
a strong commitment to the program and has accomplished much toward
reestablishment of TS&'4 training.

_
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"The governing procedure for the TS&M training prog am is in need of- ci
'

- r
frevision and is scheduled to be revised. -Additionally, the11mple-er

mentation of Standards:of Operation should; formalize theLinitiatives
." established by the. training. staff.

" k 4.0 Exit Meeting Summary- l.

. I

.The training program inspection was-announced.to the licensee in a* letter
,

f rom the' NRC' Regional. 0f fice, dated April 9,1990. - This letter < requested.
,

>

the'li,censee to provide materials needed for inspection preparation.; j
-

,

.

. .

Licensee management was informed of the purpose and Scope of .the. inspect- .-!' '

Lion atLthe entrance meeting on. June 25, 1990.. .The ' findings xof the~ inspect-
ion were periodically. discussed with station management throughout the<,

jE inspe tion period and were. summarized at the exit meeting on June 29,, 1

r': 1990... Attendees'at the entrance and exit meetings are listed in Appendix
,

,

,

A of this report. '

,

L .
-

'
'

En , Additional 1 findings and conclusions.were, discussed during telephone
!Ji conv'ersations with the licensee subsequent to the-inspection. TheJ11cen ,

' see coenitted to regrade all licensed operator requalIfication examina-
' ' tions administered'in.1989 and to determine the-root cause of the~

4! improperlyLgraded examinations. The licensee's' letter documenting these 'I
commitments, dated July 11, 1990, is attached as~ Appendix C.. 'l,

J
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Y APPENDIX A
i

PERSONS CONTACTED

LGPU Nuclear Corporation

P. B. Fiedler, Director, Nuclear Assurance*

f* E. E. ,Fitzpatrick, Vice President and Director, Oyster Creek
#*. R. P. Coe, Training and Education Director

J. J. Barton, Deputy Plant Director, Oyster Creek*

#* J. D. Kowalski, Manager, Plant Training
#* W. R. Naylor .. Manager, Corporate Training
#* _ J. J. Shea, Technical Staf f and Manager Training Coordinator, OC

F. Perry, Technical Staff and Manager. Training Coordinator, TMI .*

F. Kacinko, Education Development Coordinator, TMI
|

*

M. A11gaier, Instructor. Technical Staff and Managers 1
#* R, Lewis, Maintenance Training Manager ,
#* D. V. Ste11 horn, Supervisor, Training Department Admin Support *

S. Van Gulick, Training Department Information Control Specialist
.i

*

*' D. Larsen, Maintenance Training Coordinator
P. Hays, Operations Training Technical Program Support

#* G. T. Hollingsworth, Instructor, Operations Training
#* S'. McCann, Instructor, Operations Training

D. Rodgers Instructor, Operations Training
G. Young, Instructor, Operations Training.
C. Silvers, Instructor, Operations Training
P. Capehart, Instructor, 0perations Training
S. Sowell,~1nstructor, Operations Training-
R. Kniphuisen, Instructor, Operations Training
K. Farley, Instructor, Operations Training
M. Rossi.. Instructor, Operations Training
N. Boulware, Simulator Coordinator.

#* J. Van Woert, Training Development Coordinator
#* J. Williams, Support Training Manager
# G. W. Cropper, Operations Training Manager

.

|
# R. Barrett, Plant:0peratioris Director !

R. Brown, Radwaste Operations Manager 6

J. Marcinczyk, Radwaste Supervisor 1
T. Zonkowski, Radwaste Supervisor I

.#* A. H. Rone, Plant Engineering Director
L.:Schreiber, Manager, Startup and Test

,

B. Bailey, Plant Engineer J
S. Zeman, Spare Parts Engineer
P. Dawson, Administrator, MCNR QC
T. Quintenz, Plant Materiel Director

J. Halsey, Technical Support Administrator
B. Mahoney, Supervisor, Administrative Support

|
,

K. Wolf, Radiological Engineering Manager i

J. Derby, Radiological Engineering Plant Support j
T. Palczewski, Site Services Staff Analyst j

i

i

|
o

_ i
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Sc' a *' L. L. Lammers, Plant Maintenance Director i-

h,1 !* *Gn True, Mechanical Maintenance Superintendent>

J ' il n0* W. Muehleisen, Maintenance Support Superintendenttt

'

*: W. J. Quinlan, Station Services Manager, Plant Maintenance. i
.

inii? G. Wi Busch -Licensing Manager#*- i
F.,' l#* M. Heller, Licensing Engineer'

ppf" < # P.: Thompson,: QA Auditor-
av .

. . .

*

i "p;Theinspectorsalsohelddiscussionswithlicensedoperators,equipmentopera-'n
E ' ' tors and radwaste operators.,

g ,.

ber " 'Other
p- ,

T' ,#*' N. J.' DiNucci, State of New Jersey
:# J.'Cantrell..INPO ' ~

* 4

(L , ' ,
q; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
h ,g, <

.

,

> '
_ ..

y~r #- R. Cente, Chiefc BWR'Section, DRS
.

'

#J LE. Collins; Senior Resident Inspector
,

J.

'

L, ' # C.' Thomas, Deputy. Director, DLPQE', NRR'

, ,

Denot'es those,presenti or the entrance meeting,on June'_25, 1990.Np;
.

:* f '

m 4;,

f(d
st, #. Denotes those present for the exit meeting on June 29, 1990.g
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APPENDIX B
.

PROCEDURES REVIEWED l
1000-POL-2600.01 . GPU Nuclear Corporation Training Policy, Rev. 0-00 >

6200-ADM-2682.01 -' Training System Development,'Rev.'4 :

1000-PLN-2600.01 - GPU Nuclear Corporation Training Plan, Rev. 1
6200-ADM-1010'01 - T&E Department Organization and Functions, Rev. 4 ' '

.
'

6200-ADM-2682.04 - Request For Training-(Needs Analysis), Rev.1 *

6230-ADM-2602.01 - Project Tracking System, Rev.1
'6230-ADM-2600.07 - Maintenance of Training Matrices, Rev. 0

,,

'6200-ADM-1210.01 - T&E Department Records, Rey, 1
'6230-ADM-2600.03 - T&E Department Records Procedures, Rev. I
1000-ADM-2604.01 . Control:of Examinations, Rev. 0-00
6231-ADM-2604.01 - Control of Examinations - Operator Training, Rev. 2
7800-ADM-2682.06 : Program Descriptions, Rev. 0-00

_

<

6'"?1-PGD-2619 . Equipment Operator Requalification, Rev. 0-
.

6231-PGD-2611 Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) Initial Training Program, . :
-

'

Rev. 1
6231-PGD-2610 Reactor Operator Initial Training Program, Rev. 1 ; !

-

6200-PGD-2610' GPUN Licensed Operator Requalification Training Program a
-

Rev. 1
.

,

.6231-PGD-2612 Oyster Creek Licensed Operator Requalification Trairdng-
s

. Program, Rev. 9 -;
6231-PGD-2613 . Equipment Operator Initial Training Program, Rev. I ~

-

7831-PGD-2616
,

Radwaste Operator Initial Training Program, Rev. O-c t

6231-PGD-2617 Radwaste Operator Requalification, Rev, 0-

6250-PGD-2720 Technical Staff and Manager Training Program Description-

Rev. 3
6200-ADM-2682.11 - Course / Program Evaluation, Rev. 1 '

'

6230-ADM-2682.10 - Trainee Evaluation - Once Back-on-the-Jub, Rev. 0
6200-PGD-2760 Instructor Development Training Program Description, -!

-

Rev. 0 4
'6200-ADM-2730.01 - Instructor Certification and Qualification Procedures,-

.'.

Rev. 1'

7850-ADM-2723 Corporate Training Instructor-Indoctrination and-
.

Qualification Training Program, Rev. O
6200-ADM-2607.01 - Instructor Evaluation, Rev. 3 ';

11000-ADM-2682.02 - GPUN Training Advisory Council, Rev. 0,

6231-ADM-2610.01 - Operator Training Instructor Indoctrination, -

Qualification, and Certification Training Program, Rev. 2 '

7800-GDL-2682.00 - OCNGS Operator Training Document Control Procedure, Rev. 1 '

Oyster Creek Licensed Operator Training On-the-Job j
-

Training (0JT) Program (Draft) '

:

i
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